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If no, what tools or resources does your student need?

Communication, reminders, extended test taking time IEP recommendations...

More student/staff time or a virtual classroom with a synchronicity based school day/ routine.

ALSO: She also has access to my law library which creates problems because "she knows too

much".



What class or classes do you wish CCS could add to our online curriculum?

I would like to see more variety in electives.

work experience class (if the student has a current job)

Living on your own topics like learning how to write a check, types of insurance to get such as

renters insurance, how to buy or sell a house/car.

Maybe learning another language.

Aviation careers

*New parents/guardians only* Why did you choose CCS?

It was the only online school that I knew of at the time that issued a high school diploma.

It was a wonderful online option for my daughter who struggles with anxiety and depression. We are

very pleased with the program.

My student was not getting the learning tools at her previous school.

We chose CCS because our son wasn't getting much from the classroom at BHS and the

environment was lacking in many ways. With CCS, he is able to work ahead and the staff

communication with him and us as his parents has been excellent and timely. Thank you for truly

loving your job and putting our kids first.

In-person bullying

The online option is what works best for my student. His old school did not offer full online.

Being able to school at home while still having curriculum/teachers to meet ed. needs



Kids struggling with public school!

You have teacher’s that are there for my child and you make sure they understand the assignment’s

they are getting and if they don’t there is someone to help.

For online learning option

It seemed like a good fit for my son

The education is excellent, was highly recommended, and they didn't disappoint.

BHS could not admit their on-line system was a failure.

The thing I like most about CCS is...

The fact that they all truly care about what is best for the student.

convenience

Teachers and learning coaches are so positive towards my daughter. We didn't get positive feedback

from her old school at all.

Acceptance of the student and where they are at, nurturing and kindness, welcoming attitudes of

staff, and truly caring about my daughter's success.

Heard great things about Crosslake community school.

The communication and how timely it is. A sense of family and.. Megan R. - she's been amazing

during the transition from public and in person learning to online learning.

I truly appreciate the supportive approach and positive encouragement he receives. I also like the

great communication with both students and parents.

The AMAZING teachers and staff they go above and beyond!! There the best..

accessability

My child is able to get an education outside of “normal school hours” while being at home.

Callie .. She is AMAZING

Teachers and there communication

The few good teachers that have remained through the revolving door or staff recently

Kindness and Caring

Teachers are very responsive when needed. It really feels like students are in the classroom. They

provide resources and an excellent academic program.

You are organized!



One thing I would like to change about CCS is...

I wish there were requirements of meeting with the teacher and other students for live instruction

(via zoom)- Not every day is necessary, but even once a week per class.

?

Ability to use telephone as main form of communication.

Nothing! We are very happy with it thus far.

Nothing in mind

The programs used to read materials to young students that can't read. 70 percent of the time, the

read back or videos didnt work, were glitching, or cut off in between.

Add Aviation curriculum and drop the climate change stuff.

In what ways do you see your student(s) promoting the mission of CCS : "Growing
environmentally literate, community impacting learnings of excellence"?

Right now I don't.

She has become so much more confident in herself and her schooling since attending CCS.

He now cares about school again and looking for the end goal of graduation.

He is learning about his strengths and what he might be able to offer to the world in the future.

This year I have seen a huge growth in his understanding of concepts and reading fluency

She’s hoping to graduate early so I’ve seen her trying harder. And she also has the teachers’s

encouragement.

Self responsibility.




